O’Neal Machine & Repair

O'Neal Machine & Repair 22,000 Sq. Ft. Building

O’Neal Machine & Repair of Fayetteville, WV has been in business since 1964. Winston O’Neal is President and his son
Clyde is Vice-President. The company is highly experienced and began in the repair business with machine work. Later,
the company started handling used mining equipment and now rebuilds mining equipment from the ground up, including
continuous miners, roof bolters, shuttle cars, and the whole range of equipment used in the mines.
One recent focus of O’Neal is rebuilding chains and Winston and Clyde have built up such a reputation in this field that
they are known to many as “The Chain Gang”. The services they perform include supplying parts and rebuilding cat
chains, conveyor chains, and ripper chains all with the object of saving money for their customers and at the same time
providing a quality job.
The O’Neal shop was built in 1976. It is a 22,000 square-foot substantially-equipped shop suitable for fabrication and
rebuilds. As the O’Neal reputation for their work on mining chains spread this is now a substantial part of the business,
which consists of rebuilding miner chains, cat chains, and conveyor chains for many types of miners including Joy,
Caterpillar, EIMCO and Fairchild. They also do ripper chains for Joy miners. Chains of all types have been a large part of
the business in the last several years and O’Neal Machine & Repair constantly looks to buy that type of material out in the
field.
The company does business in West Virginia, Virginia, Kentucky, Ohio, as well as Indiana and Pennsylvania and is
looking to expand its overseas business. The O’Neal’s are seeing improvement in the coal markets for both met coal and
steam coal. As a long-established family company with an excellent reputation the organization is well-positioned to serve
operations who have a keen eye on the bottom line and want to save money.
O’Neal Machine & Repair Inc.
PO Box 641,
Fayetteville, WV
For further information, phone (304) 574-2121 or (304) 640-1988.
To read the interview with Winston and Clyde O’Neal, click here.

Clyde and Winston O’Neal

Miner Conveyor Chain Being Assembled

Rebuilt Crawler Chains Ready for Shipment

14CM-10 AA Rebuilt Head and Boom

Rebuilt Joy 14CM15 Pan

O'Neal Rebuilt 14CM15 Cutter Boom for 38" Head

